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City Planning Commission: 

 

 

At its regular meeting of May 12, 2014, the Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board held a public 

hearing and commented on the Broadway Valdez District Specific Plan and FEIR. Public speakers 

addressed the Waverly neighborhood (“family friendly” buildings currently home to 92 households; 

residential character of Harrison Street); potential for Biff’s as a restored 24-hour diner in the arts 

district surrounded by housing; and pedestrian and vehicle traffic patterns and business turnover in a 

central business district. 

  

 

Board members Valerie Garry (chair), Chris Andrews (vice chair), Eleanor Casson, and Stafford 

Buckley offered the following comments and unanimously voted to forward them to the Planning 

Commission. (Mary MacDonald was absent, Peter Birkholz and Frank Flores were recused.) 

  

 

The board supports the removal of the policy that had allowed new development to take precedence 

over adaptive reuse. 

  

The board supports Historic Preservation Sub-Alternative B, which favors a robust set of policies and 

incentives to encourage the preservation and reuse of existing historic buildings, including those not 

deemed CEQA historic resources. The board suggested that these incentives must be marketed 

vigorously, with language that promotes the benefits of reuse of historic resources. 

  

The board supports incentives to reuse existing buildings as part of the proposed Retail Development 

Project in order to attain a bonus of the right to build residential units. 

  

The board recommends adoption of more proactive and  affirmative language for the Policy and 

strategies of IMP-5.1 (not “consider” or “could establish” but “will establish” or “will pursue” etc.).   

The Strategic Plan should actively promote this policy. 

  

Since adaptive reuse is incentivized and made a more prominent part of the Plan, the Board 

recommends that the Design Guidelines further articulate and outline Adaptive Reuse guidelines 

 (Appendix C Design Guidelines: DG 124), for instance adding the word “preserve,” and insuring that 

reused buildings retain their character and identity, not just a token existence remodeled beyond 

recognition, when adapted or incorporated into larger projects. Language of the guidelines should shift 

from “consider the following” to “the following is recommended.”  Guidelines should include 

“identify, retain and preserve architectural materials and features that are important in identifying 

historic character.”  Should not read “avoid removal of historic materials” but instead “retain and 

repair,” etc.    
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The Board commented on the use of the phrase “where feasible,” and requested assurance that 

concrete explanations would be required for claims that it is “not feasible” to retain a historic resource – 

the type of detailed architectural and economic documentation required in the Demolition Findings in 

the Planning Code (17.136.075). 

   

The Waverly Street Residential ASI (DG 128) should be included in a photo, to show its potential as 

the photos in the Plan do for other resources. 

 

Residential developments should be oriented to the street, not gated and inward looking, so that 

residents interact with the greater neighborhood. 

 

In addition to disincentives to demolition and incentives for reuse, there is a third force, the market: 

Oakland’s remarkable stock of historic buildings is a strong attraction to entrepreneurs, a major 

economic resource for developers and businesspeople. 

  

The new incentives – parking and open space concessions, elimination of the language about retail 

overriding adaptive reuse, support for a State preservation tax credit – can help the area retain the 

organic, cultural and historic quality that attracts businesses and customers and can make the difference 

between, in Chair Garry’s words, “whether it becomes an asset to the city or just a bunch of retail 

dropped in.” 

  

Follow-up will be needed on implementation and results: in Vice Chair Andrews’s words, “The Plan is 

so ambitious and far-reaching, how will we know if it is working?”  

 

 

Thank you for your attention,  

 
Valerie Garry, Chair 

Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board 
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